


ABOUT LOCHEND
As a premier Flowback and Coiled Tubing
Services Company in North Dakota,
Wyoming, Colorado, and West Texas,
Lochend Energy Services has a fleet of
equipment that was designed to meet the
needs of our customers and is fortunate to
have highly trained and experienced
personnel which help ensure the best
product and safety for our customers,
employees, and the public. We are strong
believers that our greatest asset is our
people and that is the reason our company
is so successful today.

At Lochend Energy Services we continually
strive to find safer, more efficient and cost
effective ways of dealing with day-to-day
operations. We have invented a new 10
valve dual inlet and dual outlet 3 choke Frac
manifolds, to help 

reduce piping and manifold charges during
Frac screen out on locations. Lochend also
created the first vertical debris catcher on a
combo unit trailer helping to reduce the rig
in and set up time.

Our sales and management team will design
a package for all your coil and flowback
needs. Our professional and experienced
staff are trained to operate safely in a wide
range of testing flowback and completions
environments while using our industry
leading up to date equipment. Focused on a
greener completion, ensuring minimal
impact on the environment with the use of
air compressors and high efficiency flare
tips to reduce flare emissions.

LEADERSHIP TEAM CREW MEMBERS
Lochend is led by an experienced
management team that has over a decade
of experience in North Dakota, Wyoming,
and Colorado. We are committed to the
growth and success of the company
through strong customer relationships,
commitment to providing industry leading
equipment, operational excellence, and
leading health and safety practices. 
 
Lochend is continually adding to our fleet of
Flowback vessels, Coiled tubing  and
auxiliary equipment to ensure we provide
our customers with the most innovative
technology. We also provide various 
packages to manage a broad range of
completion and production operations.

At Lochend we pride ourselves on having
some of the most experienced crews and
management team of any company in the
USA. We have people that have been in
Flowback and Coil for over 25 years and on
average our supervisors have over 13 years
experience. Our Managers, VP, and
President are all former field personnel and
understand all aspects of our ever changing
industry.



Plug milling
Screen out recovery 
Toe prep's
DFIT'S
Fishing
Abrasive jetting
Production tubing clean-outs 
Work-over and well servicing
Production testing services
Hydraulic fracturing
flowback
Liquified petroleum gas frac
flowback services
Inline testing services 

  
 
 
 

Multi-stage sour flowback
and well control
Pressurized tank storage
Well control
Live well data feed capable
(SCADA)
Well data validation or
submission 
Detailed process and
instrumentation diagrams
for customer specific projects
Water transfer 
Off site well monitoring 
Treater watch

 
 
 
 

SERVICES 



-Frac screen out operations
 
-Drill-outs - High and low stage separators
with plug and debris catchers. Utilizing
these will increase retention time and
reduce the chance of sending any sand or
debris to production equipment.
 
-Flowback - Water and sand clean up with
accurate reporting of all flowback recovery.
 
-Sand separator clean ups - We carry two
different styles  that include cyclonic sand
traps rated for 10,000 psi and spherical
style sand separators rated for 5000 psi and
designed for 100 mesh sand which can
achieve 99% sand removal. Catch tanks,
weight scales, and SCADA system to
accurately measure and track sand
recovery.

-Production treater watch - Crews to watch
treater facilities.
 
-Production Testing - Flowback operations.
Accurate well data while cleaning up sand
and water ensuring the protection of
production equipment.
 
-Inline Testing - Vessels able to send gas, oil,
and water to sales line if required.
Bleed offs - High and Low pressure volume
capabilities. 
 
-Swabbing - Swab fluid and gas recovery
 
-Gate Guard Services – Checking in/out
each site visitor, keeping an accurate count
of personnel on site in the event of an
emergency, and tracking third party
contractors to inform onsite consultants of
other ongoing operations besides the job
hand.

We can supply packages for the
following Flowback operations:



-Coiled Tubing – We offer a wide variety of
coiled tubing equipment from large
conventional units to intermediate units.
Coil tubing sizes we offer are from 1-1/4” to
2-7/8”. All large conventional units are
currently equipped with 2-3/8” coil tubing
and can be outfitted to a maximum capacity
of 26,000 feet.
 
-Fluid Pumping – Pumping support for
coiled tubing operations and stand-alone
operations. Our high-pressure twin
pumping units are rated for 10,000 psi
and/or 15,000 psi and are equipped with
1600 HP and > 1000 HP rated fluid ends.
 

-FRCS/Chemistry – We provide FRCS (Fluid
Rheology Control System) technology to
optimize fluids for maximum hole cleaning
efficiency. FRCS provides precise chemical
loading accuracy and reduces chemical
consumption per job.
 
-Nitrogen Pumping – We also offer nitrogen
pumping and nitrogen bulk transport
services.
 

We can supply packages for the
following Coil operations:



COMBO UNITS
Trailer mounted 3" X 4" 1502 10,000 psi
debris catchers with attached 3" 1502
double drop choke manifold. Lochend’s
combo units are the latest technology with
vertical plug catchers that are safer, faster,
and easier to operate. Our trailers have
both a debris catcher and a manifold on
one trailer which allows for quicker rig up
times and switching wells. The equipment is
already assembled and just need to be
connected to a flowback vessel and
wellhead. Additionally, our debris catchers
use of Bowen unions help to mitigate the
hamming when cleaning the debris catcher
which makes cleaning out the screen a one-
person operation. Our 3" manifolds have
additional pressure drops and dual chokes
to minimize washouts and erosion.
 

FLOWBACK EQUIPMENT
DUAL BARREL DEBRIS CATCHERS
We carry 3" 10,000 psi dual barrel debris
catchers in both vertical and horizontal
styles which are capable of continuous flow.
Either type will screen for debris and plug
parts allowing you to minimize down time
and reducing overall repair costs.
 DOUBLE DROP MANIFOLDS
The dual stage pressure reduction
minimizes wash-outs and erosion which
reduces costly equipment repair and charge
back items. Utilizing the additional pressure
drop also increases onsite safety around
high pressure manifolds.
 HIGH TEMPERATURE VESSELS
High temperature rating on vessels from
130 degrees to 300 degrees Fahrenheit. We
custom built our units to handle the ever
changing high temp high pressure
environment
 HEATED HOUSED WORK FACILITY 

INTERNAL VESSEL COATING

Warm and comfortable working
environment for field staff and customers.
Customized with safety gear and computer
equipment.
 

Specifically treated with a special high
temperature coating Further reducing
erosion and chemical corrosion. This allows
for increased safety in and around vessels,
cost reduction on re-certification, and repair
charges.

10,000 PSI FLOWLINE
All test units come standard with 2" 1502
10,000 psi flowline and manifold which
reduces the overall equipment costs.
 DRILL OUT FLOWLINE
All drill-out packages come with 3" 1502
10,000psi flowline. This helps to reduce
plugging up the flowline and minimizes
washout potential.
 INLINE KITS
Inline valve set up pre-fabricated inside
separator buildings which allows for
increased safety and efficiency around
equipment.
 



Our flowback separators include 3 and 4 phase units
available with high level/high pressure shutdowns and
temperature ratings of 130 F* to 300 F*. Our fleet of
flowback tanks range from 60 bbls to 132 bbls capacities
and are rated from 200 psi - 1,440 psi. We maintain an
extensive fleet of pressure tanks to ensure we have the
right equipment designed to meet our customer’s needs
and our equipment is all sour service rated. All high
stage are 4 Phase vessels that have automated fluid
dump controls, electronic fluid meters, pneumatic back
pressure control valves, and chemical injection pumps.
Lochend separator trailers come with 3" 206 flare line, 3"
206 oil and water lines, additional gear, fittings, tools,
and other job necessities all included in one package
trailer.
 
Some improvements we have made are increasing the
sand compartment size in our separators and added
multiple drain ports to ship the sand out safely. We
believe the safest way to handle sand is to have multiple
large sand drain valves under the vessel that are
connected to a high pressure 3” adjustable choke and
use the pressure on the vessel to ship sand to the open
top tank. Because of the large volume of sand in the
vessel when it’s being emptied, only sand and water is
shipped as a result. This reduces the venting of
hydrocarbons and eliminates the cost of using a sand
trap during drill-outs and post flow flowback.
 

FLOWBACK SEPARATORS

LOW STAGE - STORAGE TANKS
Our storage tanks come with all associated piping for a
standard rig in and high level shut down. Low stage tanks
help to increase retention time and allow for better
separation during drill-out and flowback operations.
Having a low stage tank helps to reduce the amount of
gas vapors that are sent to production oil tanks and the
potential for sand and debris to reach the production
equipment.

SAND SEPARATORS
We carry cyclonic vertical sand traps in 5,800 psi and
10,000 psi and spherical sand traps in 5,000 psi.



FRAC SUPPORT TRAILERS
Our frac support trailers are 2" and 3" 1502
10,000 psi with a mounted manifold and
flowline.

PIPE SUPPORT SKIDS AND TRAILERS
Our pipe support trailers have 200-300 feet
of 3" 1502 pipe and air compressors to help
reduce the venting of combustible gases.

FLOWLINE RESTRAINTS 
Lochend has nylon restraint systems that
are recognized in the industry as the best of
any other flowline restraint system for
holding pipe during line breaks or pressure
releases.

MULTI-WELL MANIFOLDS
Lochend has 3" 10,000 psi multi-well
manifolds that can accommodate up to 14
wells during a multi well completion.

OFFICE TRAILER 
We supply 24' custom office trailers
complete with all required safety equipment
and computer equipment necessary for our
employees’ site visitors and customers.

FLARE STACKS
Trailer mounted 6" X 60' portable units or
freestanding up to 120'. Emission reduced
smokeless flare tip and knockout pods
available upon request.

EMERGENCY SHUT DOWN
SYSTEMS (ESD)
Our system is made up of 2" or 3" 10,000
psi. Units come with an operator panel and
quick exhaust valves. ESD provides our
customers with a pneumatic valve that can
shut in the well without having anyone go to
the wellhead if it is too dangerous to do so.

SANDX
Environmental friendly and cost saving sand
disposal. Eliminates hazardous material and
hydrocarbons released in the atmosphere
during flowback 



100,000 lbf pull, 40,000 lbf snub coiled
tubing injector with 100” guide arch
Tapered string to optimize extended
reach
CTES Orion data acquisition 
CTES Cerberus real time CT force and
fatigue modeling  
Remote data viewing
5 1/8” 10,000 psi BOP, lubricator, and
side door stripper
15,000 psi well control capable
Tandem stripper/inhibitor bath for sour
service
Inverter generator for unit electronics.

 Features and specifications
130,000 lbf pull, 40,000 lbf snub coiled
tubing injector with 120” guide arch
Tapered string to optimize extended
reach
CTES Orion data acquisition
CTES Cerberus real time CT force and
fatigue modeling 
Remote data viewing
5 1/8” 10,000 psi BOP, lubricator, and
side door stripper
15,000 psi well control capable
Tandem stripper/inhibitor bath for sour
service
Inverter generator for unit electronics

 

COIL EQUIPMENT

CONVENTIONAL COILED TUBING UNITS:

CTU-07 & CTU-08
Both units are Coil Solutions Inc. deep
conventional coil tubing units. The units are
equipped with a 100,000 lbf CSI coiled
tubing injector and standard 10,000 psi
well control equipment. Maximum reel
capacity with 2 3/8” diameter is over 25,000
feet.

Features and specifications

CTU-09
This unit is a 2014 Coil Solutions Inc. deep
conventional coiled tubing unit. The unit is
equipped with a 130,000 lbf CSI coiled
tubing injector and standard 10,000 psi
class 3 well control. Maximum reel capacity
with 2 3/8” diameter is over 25,000 feet.



Features and specifications

80,000 lbf pull, 40,000 lbf snub coiled
tubing injector with 72” guide arch
MEDCO data acquisition
MEDCO fatigue modeling
5 1/8” 10,000 psi BOP, lubricator, and
stripping assembly
Inverter generator for unit electronics
Tandem stripper and inhibitor bath
available for sour service work
Jeep and Booster available to make
weights restrictions and eliminate the
need for 3rd party trucking

 

CTU-10
Built in 2013, this Intermediate conventional
coiled tubing unit is ideal for production
tubing clean-outs, treatments and work
over. The unit is equipped with an 80,000
lbf coiled tubing injector and standard
10,000 psi well control equipment.

String lengths for various CT
OD's:

1.25" - 16,000 ft
1.50" - 16,000 ft
1.75" - 18,000 ft
2.00" - 14,000 ft

 



PRESSURE PUMPING EQUIPMENT

FP-03
FP-03 is a 2016 Serva Twin Quintuplex fluid
pump. It is a fully redundant “true” twin fluid
pumping unit that is equipped with two
800HP engines, two chemical batch mixing
tanks and a heated chemical injection
system. Engine and pump specifications
have been selected to support larger OD
coiled tubing operations or standalone
pump down treatments with 24-hour
continuous operations.

Features and specifications

2 x 800HP diesel engines
2 x 3” Quintuplex fluid pumping ends
0.5 – 15.8 BPM, 13,600 psi max operating
pressure
2 x 1000HP power end
3 x heated chemical storage tanks
3 x chemical injections pumps
Tri-axle trailer
Ender-Hauser data acquisition
2 x centrifugal pump for fluid end supply
pressure
2 x engine pre-heat systems
Fully equipped with 150 feet of 2” 15K
1502 pumping iron

 

FP-05
FP-05 is a 2018 Serva Twin Quintuplex fluid
pump. It is a fully redundant “true” twin fluid
pumping unit that is equipped with two
800HP engines, two 20 BBL displacement
tanks, and a heated chemical injection
system. Engine and pump specifications
have been selected to support larger OD
coiled tubing operations or standalone
pump down treatments with 24-hour
continuous operations.

Features and specifications

2 x 800 HP diesel engines
2 x 3” Quintuplex fluid pumping ends
0.5 – 15.8 BPM, 13,600 psi max operating
pressure
2 x 1200HP power end
3 x heated chemical storage tanks
3 x chemical injection pumps
Quad-axle trailer
Ender-Hauser data acquisition
2 x centrifugal pump for fluid end supply
pressure
2 x engine pre-heat systems
Fully equipped with 150 feet of 2” 15K
1502 pumping iron

 



Features and specifications
Allison 7 speed transmission 
4.5 inch Quintuplex fluid end  
8 inch stroke length 
Centrifugal boost pump 
15,000 psi maximum operating pressure
3.5 bpm minimum rate
17.5 bpm maximum rate
Onboard charge pump 
Onboard recording capability (MDT
Software) 

Multiple pressure capability 
Multiple rate capability 
Multiple pump control 
Pressure test mode

The FRCS Unit uses an advanced fluid
rheology control system that pumps,
monitors and tests key fluid variables.
Chemicals are dosed with extreme
consistency and accuracy, enabling real-
time optimization of chemical loadings
which ensures chemical consumption is
kept to a minimum. It also allows for a
specific Reynolds Number to be targeted
downhole creating a highly turbulent flow,
which ensures a clean wellbore, reducing
the risk of stuck incidents, increasing the
effectiveness of pipe-on-pipe lubricants, and
eliminating unnecessary short trips during
clean-out and plug milling operations.

Features and specifications
Enclosed/heated chemical storage
6 x 330 Gallon Chemical Totes
6 high precision electric screw pumps
with VFD controllers 
In-line flow meter
Programmable pump controllers capable
of auto-dosing for optimal chemical
dosing consistency
Fluid Filtration system x 2
Self-enclosed power pack
Accurate viscosity measuring tools
Trained fluid technicians
Compatible with a Fracturing
Horsepower

CONVENTIONAL HORSE
POWER PUMPING UNITS:
HP-01 & HP-02
HP-01 and HP-02 are MTU 2250
Horsepower Conventional Pumping units.
The units are applicable for a wide variety of
well applications such as: Pumpdowns, Toe
Preps, DFIT's and more. The units are
equipped with a 7 speed Allison
transmission and a 4.5’’ x 8’’ Quintuplex fluid
end.

FLUID RHEOLOGY CONTROL
SYSTEM (FRCS)



Lochend Energy Services has a world class
industry recognized process to manage all
aspects of Quality, Health, Safety, and
Environmental controls. 
 
All new employees conduct an in-house
orientation with a certified instructor that
covers Job Safety Analysis, Stop Work
Authority, Standard Operating Procedures,
HAZMAT, HAZCOMM, PEC H2S Clear, PEC
Safeland, PPE, Root Cause, First
Aid/AED/CPR, Near miss/accident reporting,
National Training/Certification on Front End
Loader and Aerial Boom Lift, Naturally
Occurring Radioactive Material, and many
other programs. 
 
This allows our employees to have the best
tools available and overall decision making
skills in the field during and
after the job. New employees must also
complete 23 hours of company training and
review company policies via Safety Sync
before they go to into the 

field. Safety Sync is an online tool that keeps
the employees up to date with the newest
policies and training. Safety Sync also
doubles as a resource if they need to check
a policy, safety protocol, view safety data
sheets, receive safety alerts, and to see their
certification dates. 
 
We have many accounts with leading safety
organizations in the region and our
approval rating for our ISNetworld PEC
Premiere shows our dedication to our
safety mission statement – “Zero Harm to
People, Zero Harm to the
Environment.” Our TRIR and our client
approval rating for ISNetworld and PEC
Premiere boast Lochend’s commitment to
the safety of our people and the
community. 
 
Below are a few of the organizations that
Lochend works with to help give our
company the best safety programs available
and helps Lochend to
maintain a safety minded workplace.

LOCHEND SAFETY



14480 Commerce Park Blvd.,
Williston, ND 58801
Office: 701-572-5009
www.lochendservices.com

NORTH DAKOTA

COLORADO
49600 County Road 29 1/2,
Nunn, CO 80648
Office: 970-420-3761
www.lochendservices.com


